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● Report Objective
The purpose of this Report is to convey the objectives of the HTS Group CSR 
activities in a clear and concise manner to our stakeholders.

● Time Period
This issue covers recent activities, focusing mainly on FY 2012 information 
(in principle the period of April 2012-March 2013). This Report is issued 
annually.

● Organizations Covered
This Report covers the HTS Group (89 consolidated subsidiaries and ten 
equity method affiliates), with a special focus on HTS.

●  Issue Date
June 2013

● Related Reports 
HTS’ s economic performance is disclosed in our Annual Report. Additional 
information, such as on safety and the environment, is published on the 
Web.
http://www.hitachi-hb.co.jp/

The HTS Group’ s CSR Report Editorial Policy
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Message from the President

As a logistics service provider offering optimal 
solutions to customers, the HTS Group implements 
B to B operations on a global scale in full support of 
corporate logistics. In this capacity, we work to 
achieve sincere, transparent management with an 
emphasis on CSR. 
In 2012, through the concept of Smart Logistics (a 
new business concept compiled the year before 
last) we began to provide optimal logistics services 
finely tailored to each customer—services 
characterized by our unique values of Green, 
Global, and Comfortable.
At the same time, as part of our responsibility as a 
company engaged in the business of logistics, we 
take a dynamic approach to safety and the 
environment. Our policy puts safety ahead of all 
else, which means that we take thorough steps to 
constantly develop and implement safety training 
and provide high quality, extremely safe logistics 
services. Further, with a view to achieving a truly 
sustainable society, we engage in Green Logistics, 
which consists of environmentally-conscious 
strategies such as expanding our industry platform 
business, and on our Modal Shift concept. 

We are committed to further development of our 
Smart Logistics, and to differentiating ourselves 
from other companies. Specifically, our objective is 
to become a global B to B logistics company—rooted in 
its origins in Japan—achieving sales of ￥ 750 billion. 
Our corporate activity is based on fundamentals 
values—and simply doing things right—an 
approach that earns us the trust of our stakeholders 
in Japan and around the world. Taking this 
approach, we at the HTS group also strive to do 
our part in the creation of an affluent society. 

It is my hope that this CSR Report will provide 
readers with a clear and concise overview of the 
HTS Group’s CSR activities.

June 2013

※ Smart Logistics: Total system logistics featuring sophisticated technology, on-site 
(warehousing) know-how, and a diverse array of services—offering safety and 
peace of mind to our customers, as well as environmental friendliness and 
one-stop convenience. Smart Logistics is comprised of three major components in 
which the HTS Group is highly specialized: System Logistics (3PL), Heavy Cargo 
Transport/ Engineering and Installation, and Forwarding.

Takao Suzuki
President and CEO
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CSR Management

Hitachi Transport System takes a broad and balanced 
view of the future, and is always working to provide 
environmentally-friendly, high-quality services that help 
make the world a better place for mankind and nature

CSR Initiatives

①Maintaining awareness of our social 
responsibility as a company

②Doing our part for society by way of 
our corporate activity

③Information disclosure and communi-
cation

④Respecting corporate ethics and 
human rights

⑤Implementing environmental conser-
vation

⑥Carrying out social action projects
⑦Creating an environment conducive 

to good work
⑧Sharing social responsibility with our 

business partners

Corporate Governance
To achieve even greater financial 
health and transparency, and also to 
establish a system that can respond 
deftly to changes in the business envi-
ronment, we have adopted the com-
mittee governance structure.
This means that we have effectively 
separated our corporate management 
and our business implementation, a 
setup that largely transfers business 
decision-making rights from our board 
of directors to our executive officers. 
This enables rapid decision-making 
and implementation on subjects such 
as restructuring and strategic invest-
ment. In addition, because we believe 
that considering the subjective opin-
ions of parties from outside the com-
pany facilitates monitoring of the 
Board of Directors and transparency of 
management, we have also hired out-
side directors.

Bolstering the Foundations of CSR 
Initiatives
1. Compliance
● Thorough compliance: At the HTS 

Group, in order to ensure that our 
management observes relevant laws 
and ordinances, we have created a 
compliance system that involves 
both a basic policy and a full compli-
ance program. We also aggressively 
train employees and educate them 
on these aspects. In this way, we 
work to raise awareness throughout 
the Group not only on national law 
but on internal bylaws and corporate 
ethics as well.

● Internal whistle blowing/consultation 
system: To help prevent illegal actions 
and/or inappropriate actions in the 
company, we have established an 
internal whistleblowing and consulta-
tion system. The system is designed to 
detect any problems early on and to 
rectify them.

2. Internal Controls
HTS has set up an Internal Controls 
Committee, through which internal con-
trols related to financial reporting are 
documented and also assessed for effec-
tiveness throughout the HTS Group. By 
adhering to internal control reporting 
systems on financial reporting as stipu-
lated in the Financial Instruments and 
Exchange Act, we ensure even greater 
trust in our financial reporting.

3. Information Security
● Bolstering information security 

governance: As the HTS Group 
carries out more and more M&As, 
creating a larger Group, we imple-
ment a variety of initiatives to main-
tain and bolster security levels in 
accordance with the different needs 
of our companies. In one example, 
KYT (kiken yochi danger participa-
tion) training, which has tradition-
ally been part of safety training, is 
now also applied to information 
security to raise the awareness 
levels of each of our employees on 
the subject. In addition, we have 
work ed  t o  s t reng t hen  se l f -
inspections and internal audits-
which in turn will enhance Group 
Governance on security—at each of 
our Group companies.

● Acquisition and maintenance of 
third-party certification: We encour-
age third party certification and main-
tenance of this certification, specifi-
cally ISO27001 (information security 
management system) and the Privacy 
Mark, to give our stakeholders a 
sense of security and peace of mind 
with regard to personal and classified 
information.

     In FY2012, Hitachi Collabonext Trans-
port System Co., Ltd. acquired the 
Privacy Mark.

     

4. Risk Management
At the HTS Group, we have devised 
BCPs in preparation for natural disasters, 
mainly on scenarios of large-scale earth-
quakes and on the super-flu. To render 
our BCP*s as effective as possible, we 
have drawn up an operational manual 
for the purpose of boosting organiza-
tional capacity to handle disasters, and 
distributed a Disaster Prevention Card to 
help individual employees be better able 
to respond to a disaster. 
In addition, in order to fulfill our social 
responsibilities as a logistics business 
operator, we develop strategies to 
secure electricity, fuel, etc., in the event 
of a disaster.

※BCP: Business Continuity Plan
    A plan designed to ensure that core functions are not 
    interrupted (or are rapidly reinstated) in the event of 
    a large-scale disaster. 
 

CSR Program Structure

President & CEO

Headquarters

Group Companies

Group Companies Operations Headquarters

Operations Dept.

Service Office

・Administrative Dept.

CSR Executives

CSR Promotion Committee

Headquarters Committee

Area Headquarters Committee

CSR Promotion Office

・Environment Dept.

・Technical Dept.

・Legal Dept.

・Operations Dept.

・Safety Dept.

・Labor Dept.

・Publicity Dept.

・Accounting Dept.

・Quality Assurance Dept.

・Administrative Dept.

・Information Dept.

Disaster Response Card

Third Party Certification      (as of March 2013)

※ ISO27001: Certification given by the International 
Organization for Standardization 
(ISO) to entities meeting specified 
standards on information security 
management systems. 

※ Privacy Mark: The Japan Informa-
tion Processing Development Corporation grants 
the Privacy Mark to businesses that meet a speci-
fied standard on appropriate handling of personal 
information.

ISO27001※

39 Departments
Privacy Mark※

6 companies

10410064(04)

     

Persons in Charge at Headquarters

Persons in Charge
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Warehousing Operations Workshops
In order to share the various superior initiatives that we have devel-
oped over time in different areas of the HTS Group, we hold a 
regular event called the “ Smart Logistics for Warehousing Opera-
tions Efficiency Workshop.” Also, with a view to boosting safety in 
transportation, we have held our Top Management Seminar—for 
management personnel at our affiliate companies—regularly since 
2004. We strive to make the content fuller and more useful each 
year, by taking steps such as inviting lecturers from outside the 
company, including consultants in the safety and traffic fields. The 
goal is to continuously enhance warehousing operations.

Sharing Health and Safety Information 
● Safety & QA News
This internal magazine is issued monthly (in Japanese, English, and 
Chinese), to provide an overview of accident case studies, reasons 
behind these accidents, and how to prevent similar problems.

● “Health Topics”
To help our employees to achieve better health, this magazine 
offers the latest news in the field as well as other information 
including easy steps to health. 

❸Training by the Safety Caravan (China/Hong Kong)❶Morning meeting on HTS Group Safety Day ❷Pointing/verbal announcement technique

Hitachi Transport System Group Safety Day
In order to prevent recurrence of accidents, and to ensure that we 
never neglect the feelings of those involved in accidents or their 
families, we have named July 1 the HTS Group Safety Day. On this 
day, in morning meetings at each of our departments, we pledge to 
keep operations safe, as one way of reminding employees that 
safety comes before all else.（❶）

Policy on Boosting Safety and Quality
We ask all of our employees to keep the following in mind in their 
day-to-day work:1) ensuring that safety is the top priority, 2) 
putting the customer first, 3) and protecting employee health and 
safety, as they go about the initiatives described below. 

The 5S3Teis and Risk Assessment
At HTS, thorough enforcement of the 5S3Teis forms the basis of our 
safety and quality initiatives. We also assess risk based on inspec-
tion of the facility and reports of hiyari hatto * (potential/hidden 
dangers). In April 2012, a university professor specializing in safety 
gave a seminar called "Current Requirements of Corporate Safety 
Culture and Risk Assessment at HTS." The seminar involved 
specific case study examples designed to help each of the partici-
pants to better understand risk assessment. 
※The 5S are: seiri (organizing), seiton (order), seisou (cleanliness), seiketsu (neatness), and
     shitsuke (discipline), while the three teis are teii (proper position), teihin (proper item),
     and teiryo (proper quantity).
※Hiyari hatto (potential dangers): This refers to instances of dangerous situations that,
     though seemingly minor, could potentially cause accidents or develop into disasters. 
※Risk assessment: A scientific, systematic method of identifying potential dangers or
     hazards and reducing or eliminating them to prevent accidents ahead of time. 

Safety Confirmation
Drivers operating company cars use the verbalized operations tech-
nique; while forklift drivers use the pointing/verbal announcement 
techniques. These simple methods can help prevent accidents and 
disasters caused by human error. （❷）
※Verbalized operations technique: Drivers verbally describe their actions as they drive, in
     accordance with road and traffic conditions. This helps maintain focus and awareness
     of dangers.
※Pointing/verbal announcement techniques: By using this confirmation technique 
     requiring the use of one’s arms and fingers as well as one’s eyes and mouth, brain 
     function is improved and the confirmation process is rendered more effective. 

FY2013 HTS Group Safety and Quality Initiative Policy 

・Implementing safety and quality initiatives to prevent accidents, 
with everyone’ s participation

・Providing operational quality that exceeds customer expectations
・Creating a dynamic, upbeat work environment where everyone is 

considerate and alert to any employee health problems

 Safety and Quality Training Development 
To prevent accidents on the job, in addition to boosting individual 
knowledge and skills on safety and quality, we also teach manag-
ers and supervisors to be able to train their workers more effec-
tively. 

● Training Supervisors in Providing Guidance to Subordinates
Using case study examples, supervisors are trained to identify the 
causes of accidents and develop strategies to prevent them. We also 
use simulations replicating on-site conditions, to teach supervisors 
to identify, point out, and rectify dangerous situations. 

● Training Supervisors on Safety
In addition to trucks and forklift training, we take a forward-
looking approach to training competent supervisors on various 
aspects of operation.

● Safety Training Based on No. of Years of Service/Experience
In addition to training stipulated in laws and regulations, we 
provide training in accordance with specific workplace circum-
stances, degree of experience with operations, and position (of the 
trainee).

● Bolstering Safety Guidance at Overseas Locations
To convey HTS’ s special corporate culture of safety to our locations 
abroad, we dispatch a special training unit called our “Safety Cara-
van” program, under which we send safety supervisors abroad to 
train our overseas employees in safety (the program has had over 
900 participants in seven countries.（❸）

● Experiential Safety Training
We also offer a hands-on style of training where participants get a 
visceral sense of the threat of danger.

● KYT (Danger Anticipation) Initiatives 
Prior to initiating operations, we hold what we call “KYT” (kiken 
yochi or danger anticipation training) as well as preliminary meet-
ings. One common technique is the use of footage from drive 
recorders illustrating potential dangers. The goals are both safety 
and prevention.

Kenichi Sasaki
Sagamihara Branch Office 
Land Transportation Department 
VANTEC CENTRAL LOGISTICS CORPORATION
 

I trained as an HTS Group safety supervisor for approximately five months. 
The training consisted not only of gaining skills and knowledge, but also how 
to train and guide drivers at warehouse sites. At present, my safety 
supervisor duties include riding together with drivers to teach them 
defensive driving, and also providing guidance on 
vehicle inspection, at each of the different 
warehouse sites. I'm passionate about my 
work, and I believe that by providing this 
kind of training on an ongoing basis, I can 
help raise awareness of safety at the 
workplace and prevent accidents.

Ongoing Safety Supervision
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Safety

Upskilling and Boosting Safety Awareness

 Winners  ※ 34
 2nd place 25
 3rd place 25
 4th place 20
 5th place 20
 Total 124

7 contestants placed
●4-Ton Division  1st 2nd 
●Trailer Division 1st 2nd 

❶ National Truck Driver Contest 

 Winners 5
 2nd place 8
 3rd place 8
 4th place 7
 5th place  4
 Total 32

❷ National Forklift Driving Contest

※ Amongst the above, twelve contestants were awarded 
the Prime Minister’ s Prize.

FY2012
Results

FY 2012 
Results

●Winner
5th win for the HTS Group

No. of placing contestants (1969-2012) No. of placing contestants (1986-2012)

The HTS Group Truck Driver 
Contest/Forklift Driver Contests
Boosting awareness of safety issues is critical to improving 
observance of laws and regulations as well as driving and 
inspection skills. For this purpose we hold the HTS Group 
Truck Driver and Forklift Driver contests. A large number 
of contestants participate, including from our affiliate com-
panies, where they get the opportunity to demonstrate the 
skills gained in their daily studies and training. Contestants 
with excellent records in the HTS Group contests compete 
first in prefectural competitions, from which they move on 
to the National Truck Driver Contest and National Forklift 
Driving Contest if successful. The HTS Group also holds 
these contests overseas, which helps to convey our exten-
sive body of techniques.

Sending Contestants to Non-HTS
 Trucking and Forklift Competitions
Each year, the HTS Group participates in the National 
Truck Driving Contest and the National Forklift Driving 
Contest for the purpose of acquiring specialized knowl-
edge, improving driving skills, and boosting awareness of 
safety issues. The HTS Group won first place in the 
National Forklift Driving Contest held September 2012, and 
also placed first and second respectively in the 4-ton and 
trailer divisions of the National Truck Driver Contest in 
October of the same year.（❶❷）
※National Truck Driver Contest: An event organized by the Japan Trucking
    Association, in which contestants compete for the title of Number One Truck
    Driver in Japan. The Prime Minister’s Prize goes to the top contestant. 
※National Forklift Driving Contest: An event organized by the Land 
    Transportation Safety and Health Association, this contest is designed to
    achieve greater safety and to effectively prevent on-the-job accidents.

● Overseas Location Environmental Surveys
In tandem with globalization of corporate management, 
improving environmental management at our overseas 
locations has now become a critical issue. To help us assess 
and improve environmental management at our consoli-
dated overseas subsidiaries, we conduct annual environ-
mental surveys at these locations. We are committed to 
keeping abreast of current conditions overseas and to 
improving environmental management on an ongoing 
basis.
● The “Green Curtain” Initiative
As part of our summer-season electricity saving and 
energy-cutting initiatives, we have introduced the “Green 
Curtain” initiative throughout the HTS Group.（❷）
● The Green Curtain was implemented at three locations 
in FY 2012
※ Green Curtain Initiative: By placing hanging plants such as goya in
     windows and on walls, indoor temperatures are cut by three to five degrees
     Celsius due to the heat-dispersing effect of the leaves and the shade that the
     plants provide.

HTS Claims Top Spot  in Corporate Environmental
Management Survey for Fur Consecutive Years
This Nikkei Environmental Management Survey is con-
ducted annually by the Nikkei Inc. Assessing both environ-
mental strategies and corporate management, it ranks com-
panies demonstrating superior environmental manage-
ment initiatives. The HTS Group attained first place this 
fiscal year as well, taking the top spot in the transport 
category four years in a row. We plan to make further 
improvements to our environmental management struc-
ture, particularly overseas environmental management, in 
the future.（❸）

Effective Environmental Management

● Environmental Load Data Monitored by Web System
In FY 2011, HTS instituted a Web-based environmental 
load data monitoring system for tracking factors such as 
power consumption and waste at domestic locations. 
Implemented as of April 2012 and in full as of October of 
the same year, the purpose of this system is to assess how 
well environmental objectives have been achieved, to 
quickly identify and rectify problems, as well as to render 
environmental load assessment more efficient and to share 
data throughout the Group. 

Preventing Global Warming/Saving Electricity

● Saving electricity by a system of visibility（❶）
In order to better handle electricity shortages, as of FY2012, 
the HTS Group adopted an electricity monitoring system 
that tracks data in graph form for locations with electric 
power contracts of 500 kw or more. This system serves to 
make power consumption more visible: adopting it at 33 of 
the HTS Group’ s locations has allowed us to consistently 
monitor electricity use and minimize it to the greatest pos-
sible extent. For major locations with electric power con-
tracts of less than 500 kw, we utilize our own electricity 
monitoring systems.
● FY2012 summer electricity saving performance at loca-
tions with electric power contracts of 500 kw or greater 
     HTS Group performance: Average of 25% reduction on 
FY2010
     Goal: 4-10% reduction per power company on FY2010

6      76      7

❶Improved visibility on electricity saving 
 (from the Hitachi, Ltd. Website)

❸Nikkei Environmental Management Survey ❷An example of the Green Curtain initiative
 (Minamikanto Hitachi Transport Service Co., Ltd.)

Environmental management structure 

Resource recycling

100

71

100

100

Anti 
global-warming 
strategies 

Anti-pollution 
strategies/biod
iversity

※Because the full score differs by category,   the top score for
    companies surveyed is set at 100, while the lowest is 10.
    The red numbers indicate HTS’s scores.
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❶ Joint distribution of auto parts ❷Map of major locations in Japan 
～More than 100 locations operated around the country from Hokkaido to Kyushu～

Parts manufacturer A

Distribution center

Auto assembly plant

Sapporo/Tomakomai

Iwaki

Gunma/Ota

Musashimurayama

Kofu

Okadani

Nagoya/Toyoda/Tokoname

Gifu

KyotoKanda/Fukuoka

Tochigi

Saitama/Ageo
/Higashimatsuyama

Narita

Funabashi

Tokyo

Kanagawa

Fuji/Kosai

OsakaOita
※ Milk run: A cargo collection method named after a style of milk collection used by milk manufacturers, in which
      they stopped at individual dairy farmers. 
※ Synchronous supply: Delivery in order. Under this method, parts are delivered in order of production.

Parts manufacturer CParts manufacturer B

Parts manufacturer D

Milk run※

Relay center

Part
D

Part
A

Part
B

Part
C

Stepping Up Joint Logistics       
HTS carries out a system of joint logistics by creating stan-
dardized infrastructure (industry-specific platforms) consist-
ing of information systems, distribution centers, and delivery 
networks. The result is lower cost and a significantly reduced 
environmental load.

● Joint Distribution of Auto Parts
Parts manufactured by various auto part makers are brought 
together at an intermediary center, from where they are 
jointly delivered to domestic and overseas assembly plants 
under the Just in Time (JIT) and/or synchronous supply 
systems. In Japan, we operate more than 100 of these loca-
tions from Hokkaido to Kyushu.（❶❷）

Expanding on the Modal Shift 
Initiative
The Modal Shift is a significant 
component of our strategies to 
reduce environmental load. In 
tandem with the implementation 
of the shift, rail and ship transport 
volume continues to rise steadily. 
Ship transport volume in particu-
lar has risen significantly since 
2011.

Effective Use of Oceangoing Containers
● Round-Trip Use of Containers
The round-trip use of containers is an initiative designed to 
both cut costs and CO2 emissions. Under this system, the 
same container used by the importing cargo owner is used by 
a different cargo owner for export purposes—eliminating the 

need to transport empty containers. This is made possible by 
adjusting such factors as the shipping company, timing of 
import/export, container size, etc. At present, this initiative is 
carried out at Keihin Port and Hitachinaka Port.（❸）
●  Transfer of Containers for Domestic Use
As of April 2012, regulations on domestic transport of ocean-
going containers have been relaxed, enabling the use of con-
tainers for domestic purposes. In the Kyushu Region, the 
HTS Group utilizes import containers more efficiently by 
switching them over to domestic use.
● 45 FT International Freight Container Transport Test Run
In September 2012, with the tremendous cooperation of 
Hyuga City (Miyazaki Prefecture) and other parties, a test 
run of a 45 FT (freight ton) container was held to ascertain the 
safety of public roads, cargo operations, etc., over a 170-
kilometer round-trip stretch from the cargo owner plant to 
and from Hososhima Port, Hyuga City. The test run was a 
success, resulting in our securing of a 45-FT Structural 
Reform Special Zone. We are currently working toward com-
mercialization of this container.

❸Round-Trip Use of Containers

●Trends in the HTS 
    Group Modal Shift

2010

Ship

2011 2012年

Rail

2010=100

80
20

86

200

286

100

102

216

318

Conventional storage operations

●Tractors=2
●Empty out of service containers (import/export) generated
●High cost/environmental load

Import Export

Sakura City, 
Tochigi 

Company M
round trip=290 km

Port

Company T
round trip =344 km

Otawara City, 
Tochigi

Loaded containers Loaded containers

Empty containers (empty containers)Empty containers

●Tractors=1
●Limit empty out-of-service containers and shorten total travel time
●Cut both environmental load and cost

Travel distance:

Down 43%
CO2 emissions:

Down 43%

Round-trip use of containers

Import Export

Sakura City, 
Tochigi 

Port

Company M
one way=145 km

Out of service for 47 km 

Company T
one way =172 km

Otawara City, 
Tochigi

Loaded containers Loaded containers

0

100

200

300

At HTS, we are a logistics company that cares about the envi-
ronment, which is the reason we take an active approach to 
Green Logistics. 
［Major Topics］
●  Joint distribution
● Increasing emphasis on the modal shift
● Adoption of eco-friendly vehicles and eco-friendly 
driving 
● Construction and operation of environmentally-
friendly distribution centers
● Resources recycling

※Modal shift: As part of efforts to prevent global warming and cut energy
                           consumption, HTS shifts trucking and cargo jet transport to freight
                           train and/or cargo ship transport. 

JIT deliveries
Synchronous supply※
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Note 1）Totals shown are personal and business vehicles combined. 
Note 2） Eco-friendly vehicles are as follows: hybrid, natural gas, electric, and 

LPG vehicles, as well as highly fuel efficient vehicles certified by the 
government (vehicles meeting a specified standard), low emissions 
vehicles, and biofuel vehicles.

40

50

60

70

80
%

2009
performance

2010
performance

2011
performance

2012
performance

54.5
60.1

42.1

2013
plan

66.0

80

95

100

%

2009
performance

98.0

2010
performance

98.2

2011
performance

98.9

2012
performance

98.9

2015
plan

99.5

※ Resource Recycling Rate:
 (Reused item volume + recycled item volume + heat recovery)/waste volume

❶Eco car adopted (natural gas vehicle) ❸Eco-friendly driving lecture❷Eco-friendly driving lesson

Stopping Global Warming/Stepping 
up Recycling

● Making the shift to eco-friendly vehicles and eco-friendly driving
At the HTS Group, we have a policy of instituting eco-
friendly cars (highly fuel-efficient, low-pollution vehicles), 
as well as encouraging eco-friendly driving. We also 
require our transport affiliates to take similar initiatives.（❶
❷❸）

● HTS Group percentage of eco-friendly cars (in Japan, as of 
March 31, 2013)

● Boosting Percentage of Waste Products Recycled
To improve resource recycling, HTS Group locations sepa-
rate office paper and plastic waste, cardboard boxes, stretch 
film, etc. generated by distribution centers, and step up 
re-use, recycling, and recovery of heat generated in the 
incineration process. We also work with industrial waste 
disposal companies to improve recycling rates. 

● Trends in Resource Recycling Rates*

11

Working Together with Our Shareholders and Investors
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Taking the perspective of our shareholders and investors, 
we work to achieve even better communication with them 
by disclosing a variety of different kinds of information. 

Disclosure of IR Information 
HTS has set up an IR Information section on our Website to 
disclose investment information quickly and accurately.
［Information Provided］
● Earnings summaries
● Earnings briefing materials
● Stock quotes
● HTS Group mid-term business plan

General Shareholders’ Meeting Held
HTS held its 53rd Regular General Shareholders’ Meeting 
on June 27, 2012. To encourage attendance by as many 
shareholders as possible, in principle we avoid the dates 
when general shareholders’ meetings are typically held.

Communication with Shareholders and Investors
HTS publishes an English Annual Report and 「Japanese 
Annual Report」 for our shareholders and investors.
We also hold discussions with our institutional investors in 
order to provide them with regular information and main-
tain excellent communications with them. 

FY2012 Initiatives

Earnings briefing IR Top Page, HTS Website English Annual Report

Japanese
Annual Report

● Held two earnings briefings 
● Issued our Japanese Annual Report /Japanese 2nd Quarterly Earnings Report (once each)
● Issued our English Annual Report (once)

Corporate  Socia l  Responsib i l i ty  Report  2013
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Safety and Peace of Mind is our Motto
Currently, the field of logistics is 100% dependent on 
systems, a fact that necessitates greater risk distribution. 
Learning from the experience of the Great East Japan Earth-
quake, we established a Business Continuity Plan (BCP) in 
December 2012. The Plan is designed to ensure continued 
system operations in the event of a disaster, in order to main-
tain customer product management and operational quality. 
（❶）
［Key BCP Attributes］
● Should the Tokyo Headquarter System Centers fail to 
operate due to a large-scale disaster, operations are shifted to 
the Osaka System Center.
● High-Priority Systems
Data is forwarded from Tokyo to Osaka on a daily basis
● Operating structure: Operations continue uninterrupted 
with the collaboration of our Osaka information team(system 
switchover occurs within 24 hours).

※10+2: Importer on the U.S. side is responsible for reporting manufacturer information to 
              U.S. customs/obtaining authorization at least 24 hours before the vessel departs the
              port of export (commercial distribution security policy).

※Center is ISO 27001 certified.

Warehouse operations training at Dahang

Normal circumstances 

Disaster occurs 
in Kanto region

Headquarter System
 Center※

Systems center

CustomerDistribution center

Day-to-day data 
forwarded

Inbound/outbound 
instructions data

Inbound/outbound 
instructions data

Inbound/outbound 
instructions data

Tokyo
Logistics 

systems data

Kansai region
Logistics 

systems data

Computer room

Computer room

● Warehouse space: 51,000 sq. meters
● Storage capacity: 30,000 pallets
● Employees:  80 
                                      (December 2012)

❶  BCP Project ❸ Tianjin Distribution Center❷Application of the Super HIGLOS System

● Launch of a Distribution Center: A Joint China-Japan Project

Tianjin Distribution Center

HTS
●Warehouse design, 
    operations design/planning

● Warehouse design
● Task design

With the Super HIGLOS (global distribution 
information system), we provide globalized 
Supply Chain Management support to our customers
The Super HIGLOS system, developed by HTS, utilizes the 
Internet to provide operational support on inventory man-
agement and export procedures for our customers who 
manufacture and sell car audio accessories globally. （❷）
［Advantages of the Super HIGLOS System: ］
● Standardizes overseas plant warehousing operations 
(boosts operational quality)
● Achieves greater efficiency of shipping document prepara-
tion (cuts lead time)
● Shifts operations offshore (cuts costs)
● Standardizes plant asset (accounts receivable/accounts 
payable) reporting  base dates (improves accuracy of data) 

Launch of a Distribution Center in Tianjin, China
The Tianjin distribution center is among the HTS Group’ s 
largest in China.
The project was launched approximately a year before opera-
tions began, as a joint Chinese-Japanese initiative. On the 
Japanese side, HTS was in charge of warehouse design and 
operational design/planning, while on the Chinese side the 
HTS Group subsidiary Dahang International Transportation 
Co., Ltd. (referred to below as “Dahang” ) Tianjin Service 
Office devised the warehousing system ; and Dahang’ s Tech-
nical Quality Dept. developed systems and also oversaw 
training and quality maintenance. 
Because of thorough preparations made with regard to both 
customers and employees, the launch was a success, and the 
center’ s various operations were quickly running smoothly. 
Since the launch, our customers have expressed their great 
appreciation on every aspect of the center’ s warehousing 
operations. Current initiatives include integrating Chinese-
led quality and technical teams, through quality maintenance 
and quality improvement projects. （❸）

Inbound/outbound 
instructions data

Customer 
production plants

Production lines
Finished product supply

Indonesia
Thailand
Malaysia

U.S. 
distributors

European 
distributors

East Asian
distributors

Southeast 
Asian

distributors

Other 
distributors

Customers Japan HTS Inbound/outbound 
controls Inventory controls Document controls Shipping controls

Inbound inspection
Shipping instructions

Picking
Outbound inspection
Loading/shipment

Documentation
Data generation

10+2 *
For the North 

American market
Certificate of origin
Create loading plan

Export 
clearance

International
transport

International
transport

Export 
clearance

Scope of the Super HIGLOS system 

by air

by ship

●System development/training
● Training in work standards
● Training and guidance in 
   warehouse operations

［Dahang ］
Technical
Quality 

●Warehouse system development
● Warehouse training
● Warehouse operations

［Dahang］
Tianjin 

Service Office
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Dongnyeong Kim
Electronics & Industrial Logistics Systems Development Department
Global Business Development Headquarters Ⅰ
Hitachi Transport System, Ltd.

I chose Hitachi Transport System, Ltd.—joining the company 
in April 2012 as Korean personnel—because I really enjoy gain-
ing new experiences in new places, and I was also interested in 
logistics operations. Everyone in the HTS Group welcomes 
foreign employees like me, which has helped me to be 
extremely comfortable in my day-to-day work. I currently 
work closely with an employee who 
joined the company before I did, 
primarily on making improvement 
recommendations for  major  
customers. 

Hiring and Training Global Personnel

Yoko Kunitake
Manager, Diversity Center
Global Human Capiral Planning Department
Hitachi Transport System, Ltd.

I was appointed to the post of Director of the Diversity Promotion 
Center as of October 1, 2012. Our main goal is to make more effec-
tive use of women. To achieve this, we hold training and discus-
sion meetings for women managers, facilitating networking 
among female employees and raising awareness of the issues. The 
second installment of this training featured 
opinion-sharing with our executives. We 
are also involved in bolstering initia-
tives toward realizing harmony 
between work and private life; that 
is we encourage employees to 
re-think their approach to work to 
make it more positive.

Using Women More Effectively
❷  Percentages of persons with disabilities hired (as of June 2012)

※ Private sector hire rate: Health, Labour, and Welfare Ministry figures.
※ The percentage stipulated by law was revised to 2.0% as of April 2013.

HTS 

2.01%

Reference
Private corporations ※

1.69%
Percentage stipulated by law

1.80%※

❶Overseas staff in training A person with a disability engages in warehouse operations

Human Rights

● Human Rights Training
As the process of globalization continues, it has become criti-
cally important to deepen understanding of the concepts of 
co-existence and co-prosperity—that is, to develop a mutual 
appreciation of a range of values and different cultures. 
At the HTS Group, we create opportunities for our employ-
ees to acquire accurate understanding of human rights, 
including providing training in accordance with employee 
rank, and at meetings and workshops.  

Training Logistics Personnel 
The HTS College provides training in 3PL (system logistics); 
heavy cargo inbound and installation operations; warehouse 
site management and operations; safety and quality improve-
ment, and more. The goal is to give trainees the appropriate 
knowledge and skills they need as employees of a logistics 
company. 
※The HTS College curriculum, designed to systematically impart the knowledge
     and skills related to the logistics business required for employees of the HTS
     Group, is modeled after college-level curriculum. 

Hiring and Training Global Personnel

●  Hiring of Foreign Nationals
As one way of facilitating the process of globalization, we 
take an active approach to hiring foreign nationals and diver-
sifying our company’ s personnel base. Following on an 
initiative started inFY2012, we hired additional personnel 
from other countries in FY2013. We plan to continue to 
search out and hire excellent foreign national personnel. 
● Overseas Training Program
This program, in place since 1998, was initiated with a view 
to turning out global personnel capable of working success-
fully on the international stage. Through this program, HTS 
has sent more than 150 people to train overseas, where they 
acquire not only language skills but also better understand-
ing of other cultures, along with business acumen that serves 
them not only in Japan but in other countries as well. As of 
2013, we will double the number of overseas trainees sent 
abroad each year, which will facilitate our globalization pro-
cess even further. 
● Training in Japan for our Overseas Staff
HTS selects employees from our numerous overseas subsid-
iary locations to train in Japan. The purpose of such pro-
grams is diverse and varied: for example to train future lead-
ers at our overseas locations, or to boost specialization, such 
as knowledge of logistics. Our training programs in Japan 
include short and long-term events, as well as training plans 
tailored to individual participants. The result is even more 
effective training. （❶）

Health Management and Occupational Health
Working with health insurance associations and industrial 
doctors, we strive to help our employees both maintain and 
improve their physical and mental health. 
［Major Initiatives］

     ● Institute health maintenance programs
     ● Implement initiatives to reduce total work hours
     ● Adopt EAPs/offer stress coping training to improve 
        work  environments
※EAP (Employee Assistance Program): EAP services include surveying
    employee stress levels and obtaining feedback on each individual. Through this
    process, statistics are gathered for specific work sites. This information is used
    both to help individuals to be their most effective, and to boost the dynamism
    of the organization as a whole. 
※Stress-coping training: This method is used to help employees to systematically 
    understand stress, encouraging them to consider the different aspects of stress 
    and how to approach it, as well as how to handle stress. 

Employment of Persons with Disabilities
Working with various types of special-needs schools and other 
organizations, the HTS Group takes an ongoing, forward-
looking stance on hiring people with disabilities.（❷）　

Diversity Promotion Center
The Diversity Promotion Center is a new center established 
on July 1, 2012. 
In response to such factors as labor shortages due to Japan’ s 
aging population/declining birth rate as well as the global-
ization of the market, and with a view to enhancing the sum 
total capacity of the HTS Group, we strive to employ a wide 
range of personnel and to create a diversified corporate 
culture. This includes more effective employment of women, 
persons with disabilities, foreign nationals, seniors, and non-
regular employees.
［Major Initiatives］

     ● Create an Action Plan for the effective use of femaleem
         ployees
     ● Provide training for women (by employee rank) in 
        diversity and work-life balance
     ● Create diversified networks and carry out related 
         educational activities
※Diversity:The concept of employing a diverse array of personnel.
※Action Plan: Self-initiated, aggressive initiatives by individual companies to
     resolve discrepancies between male and female employees stemming from
     traditional fixed concepts of the division of labor between men and women,
     and from past experience. 

Working Together with our Employees

Employee Training Diversity/Work-Life Balance
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●3PL (System Logistics) 
［Comprehensive logistics packages for corporations］

(Logistics system creation, information control, inventory 
control, order-taking/fulfillment, distribution processing, 
distribution center operations, plant site logistics operations, 
deliveries, customs procedures, international transport 
combining and integrating land, sea, and air transport, etc.)

● Transport/inbound operations/installation of 
regular cargo, heavy cargo, art pieces, and more

● Large-scale relocation, e.g. plants, offices, etc.
● Warehousing and trunk room services
● Collection and transport of industrial waste
●  Logistics consulting, etc.

Hitachi Transport System, Ltd. 
Toyo 7-2-18, Koto-ku, Tokyo 135-8372 
03-5634-0333（main number）
February 1950
￥16,802,000,000 
￥547,517,000,000 (as of March 2013)
46,524
99
Domestic Locations 364
Overseas Locations 343
7,142
Trucks※ 3,778
Trailers 3,201
Forklifts 4,921
Other※ 1,666
※Trucks: Includes tractors and vans
※ Other: Includes buses and passenger cars

Company Name:
Address:

Tel:
Established:

Capitalization:
Consolidated Sales:
Group Employees:
Group Companies:

No. of Shareholders:
Group company vehicles:

Major Businesses

Company Overview (as of March 31, 2013)Magokoro fund-raising activity of the HTS Group
HTS Group domestic companies participate in a social action 
matching program where funds donated by companies are 
matched by the company. 
● The HTS Group Magokoro Fund (comprised of 11 domestic 
companies)
Road Safety: HTS contributed 182 picture-card sets used for 
storytelling sessions on road safety (distributed to 15 munici-
palities around the country).
Regional social action: We presented a vehicle to the town of 
Namie-cho, Fukushima Prefecture, which will be used to 
transport temporary housing residents wishing to visit their 
homes. ( ❶ )
Environmental conservation: We assisted two tree-planting 
initiatives by environmental organizations, as well as donat-
ing to a “green” fund for the Great East Japan Earthquake 
recovery effort. 
● Hitachi Travel Bureau, Ltd. Magokoro Fund
Hitachi Travel Bureau provided ongoing assistance to the 
Japan Ice Sledge Hockey Association.
● Minamikanto Hitachi Transport Service Co., Ltd. Magokoro 
Fund
Minamikanto Hitachi Transport Service presented three 
wheelchairs to a social welfare facility for persons with 
disabilities in Kanagawa Prefecture. 

HTS Futsal Championship
HTS holds its annual Futsal Championship at the futsal field 
located next to the distribution center at Noda City, Chiba 
Prefecture. 
Staged every year in February or March, this event has been 
held a total of seven times as of FY2012. 

Other Projects

● Overseas Projects
Hitachi Transport System (America), Ltd. maintains its Los 
Angeles warehouse (4,500 sq. feet or approximately 420 sq. 
meters of space) for commodity stockpiles to be used by the 
American Red Cross in the event of a disaster. 
Further, as assistance for underprivileged children, the com-
pany carries out food drives and also provides dinners at 
Thanksgiving. 
●  Eco Cap Initiative
PET bottle caps are collected at locations around the country, 
the proceeds of which are used to provide vaccines.
● Track & Field Club Initiatives
HTS’ s Track and Field Club was established as the 
company’ s symbol sports club in April 2012. In addition to 
sending contestants to large competitions, the team actively 
contributes to sports culture revival, and provides assistance 
to persons with disabilities.（❸） 

❸ Escort runner for a person with a disability (left)

2013 
New Year Relay Race (            )

❶   A car presented as a gift by the HTS Magokoro Fund ❷ A traffic safety class

● Chubu Hitachi Transport Service Co., Ltd. Magokoro Fund

Chubu Hitachi Transport Service presented signs warning 
vehicles to watch out for children and/or apron  theaters to 
50 nursery school and kindergarten locations in the Chubu 
region.

HTS Road Safety Classroom
To help prevent our children—who are our future—from 
getting involved in road accidents, we offered a road safety 
class for elementary school students living near the Matsudo 
Training Institute in Matsudo City, Chiba Prefecture. （❷）
     ［FY2012］
     Group of second graders, Negiuchi Elementary School,
     Matsudo City
     Group of second graders, Kai-no-hana Elementary School, 
     Matsudo City
     ［Program Details］ 
     1.Training to recognize blind spots
    2.Preventing accidents where children get run over/caught
       under vehicles
    3.Warning children to stay clear of vehicles
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About the HTS Logo

The three lines in the logo represent the three transport 
modes of land, sea, and air, and three of our company 
strengths—that is logistics package proposals, operations, 
and information. As such, the logo represents the HTS 
Group’s sophisticated global logistics solution services. 
The red and blue stand for dynamism and steadfastness 
respectively.

Corporate Data

The HTS Network (major Group companies) 
 as of March 31, 2013.

Higashinippon Hitachi Transport Service Co., Ltd.
Kanto Hitachi Transport Service Co., Ltd.
Shutoken Hitachi Transport Service Co., Ltd.
Minamikanto Hitachi Transport Service Co., Ltd.
Chubu Hitachi Transport Service Co., Ltd.
Nishinippon Hitachi Transport Service Co., Ltd.
Kyushu Hitachi Transport Service Co., Ltd.
Hitachi Direx Transport System Co., Ltd.
Hitachi Frontier Transport System Co., Ltd.
Hitachi Collabonext Transport System Co., Ltd.
Hitachi Orientlogi Transport System Co., Ltd.
Hitachi Finenext Transport System Co., Ltd.
Vantec Corporation
VANTEC HTS FORWARDING LIMITED
Nisshin Transportation Co., Ltd.
Project Cargo Japan, inc
Hitachi Distribution Software Co., Ltd.
Hitachi Auto Service Co., Ltd.
Hitachi Travel Bureau, Ltd.

Domestic Companies

Hitachi Transport System（America）, Ltd.
Carter Logistics, LLC
Hitachi Sistema de Transporte Mexico, S.A. de C.V.
Hitachi Transport System（Europe）B.V.
ESA s.r.o.
Hitachi Transport System（Asia）Pte. Ltd.
Hitachi Transport System（Malaysia）Sdn. Bhd.
Hitachi Transport System（Thailand）, Ltd.
Eternity Grand Logistics Public Company Limited
P.T. Berdiri Matahari Logistik
Hitachi Transport System（Vietnam）Co., Ltd.
Flyjac Logistics Pvt. Ltd.
Hitachi Transport System (Shanghai) , Ltd.
Dahang International Transportation Co., Ltd.
Hitachi Xinxin Global Logistics (Henan) Co., Ltd.
EHB Logistics Co., Ltd.
Nisshin Unyu (SHANGHAI) Co., Ltd.
Hitachi Transport System (Hong Kong) Ltd.
Hitach Transport System (Taiwan) Ltd.
Hitachi Transport System (Korea), Ltd.
Hitachi Transport System（Australia）Pty. Ltd.

Overseas Companies

The cover design of 
this report represents 
our new business 
concept of Smart 
Logistics. 

 

The paper used in this report 
is made from responsibly

 managed forest resources.


